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STRAWBERRY CULTURE
Introduction.

— In

the

IN MISSISSIPPI.

list of fruits

adapted to Mississippi,

the strawberry stands uniquely alone in three particulars:

(1) It
(2) It requires less time than any
other from the date of planting to that of the first ripe fruit; (3)

is

the

[irst

fruit of the

season

;

A

total failure

seldom occurs.

The writer has grown the strawberry
and

in this State, for

home use

during which time he has had
every opportunity for watching its behavior on a variety of soils,
and in many localities. In presenting this bulletin, which will find
its way to thousands of Mississippi homes, he has endeavored to
encourage a more general cultivation of this luscious fruit, especially
and to give information calculated to assist hundreds
for home use
of readers in growing it successfully and cheaply.
for market, for twenty-five years,

;

The time is past when the strawberry should be considered a
luxury at any home in Mississippi where there is land on the premises that will produce the common gardeu vegetables.
Just why a
fruit so easily grown, and so keenly relished by so many people, is
found on so few tables, especially in the rural districts, is difficult
The chief reason might be found in the fact that the
to understand.
majority of such as might succeed admirably with this fruit have
never planted it and not a few of those who have planted, and who
report total or partial failure must admit that they hav^e not given it
;

a fair

trial.

—

Soil. With good treatment the strawberry will adapt itself to,
and make fruit on, almost any kind of soil. Like other fruits, howIt is a clay-loving plant, and
ever, it shows decided preferences.
succeeds better on a fine-grained, rather compact soil, one that will
absorb and retain large amounts of moisture, than on one that is
loose, ashy and of a thirsty nature.

For inexperienced growers, a
and, in

many

plant only for

soil

of

medium

fertility is safer

respects, better than one that is over rich.

home use make

and

Many who

the serious mistake of selecting rich

adding thereto, just before or just after setting to
of barnyard manure or other strongly
Aside from the expense of "working the
nitrogenous fertilizers.

garden

soil,

strawberries,

of

quantities
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EXPERIMENT STATION.

down grass and weeds on such soil, tne
remedy the trouble, that he has
producing large, showy vines bearing little or no good

plants to death" to keep

grower

finds,

when

too late to

succeeded in
Later in the season he discovers the fact that, in our lattitude, such over-grown, sappy plants cannot survive our long, hot

fruit.

dry weather prevails during mid-summer, possibly not
Disappointed,
of destruction.
left to tell the tale
disgusted, perhaps, the once enthusiastic grower refuses to trj'
the second planting, and decides either to do without straw-

summers.

If

one

is

plant

berries or to purchase

Varieties.
logues

filled

what his family may

— These

are

use.

now numbered by hundreds.

with pictures and glowing descriptions

The work

Cata-

of varieties are

new

varieties must be
growers who have the
means, the time, and a taste for experimenting. However, a little
trial patch composed of not more than twelve or fifteen plants each
of several promising kinds would cost but little, and to the grower,
might prove interesting and profitable. The safest plan for the
beginner is to ijlant such kinds as have been most reliable in his
Excelsior, Hoffman, Lady Thompson, Cloud, Klondyke,
section.
and Gandy (these varieties are named in the order in which they
begin to ripen) have given pretty general satisfaction in nearly every
The Excelsior
section of Mississippi where they have been tried.
and the Klondyke are new introductions, but they have come to stay.
All things being equal, secure plants as near home as possible, thus
diminishing the chances for delays in transit, injuries to plants from
drying out or heating, importing disease and injurious insects, and
misunderstandings between purchaser and parties from whom goods

apt to be misleading.

of testing

left largely to experiment stations,

and

to

are obtained.

—

Planting'. The season for this work may begin with the first
good fail rains, and continue until about March 15th., or so long as
Successful plantings are sometimes
the soil remains cool and moist.
made during midsummer, by taking advantage of spells of rainy
weather, and shifting plants, with dirt adhering to the roots, to
nicely prepared soil near by.
Where possible to secure good stands
from midsummer and early fall settings, quite a nice yield of fruit
may be expected the following spring. There is little if any risks
attending settings made from November 10th. to December 10th.,
and from February 20th to March 10th.; the former plantingbecoming well established before the advent of severest freezes, the
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escaping the cold and becoming well rooted before dry, warm
Settings made during late February, on good soil, fre-

weather.

quently make,
sufficient fruit to

setting out

As

during the following April and May, more than
cover the cost of plants and the expenses incident to

and cultivation.

a setting of strawberries should stand from two to four years,

the land should be thoroughly broken and pulverized to a good depth

before planting.

The rows should be

three and one -half feet apart.

Thompson which

elevated and about

slightly

Varieties like Excelsior and

are inclined to

make many runners (new

are set eighteen inches to two feet apart in the

make but few runners
the

first

are set closer.

If

row

;

those which

considerable fruit

spring, and plants are plentiful, set

Lady

plants),

six inches

is

desired

apart in

the row.

At no time between the taking up and the resetting of plants
should the roots be exposed to sunshine or to the drying effect of
wind. If bright weather prevails, muddy or puddle the roots, or
keep them covered with some moist substance until they are committed to the soil. If the roots are very long, it is well to cut them
back to four or five inches in length.

The setter should follow immediately behind the dropper. Care
should be taken to spread out the roots of each plant in their natural
The
position, and to finger in around them well pulverized soil.
depth for setting each plant is fixed by its center bud, or crown,
which should rest a little above, or just at the surface of the ground.
In no case should the crown of a plant rest beneath the surface in a
clay or

waxy

soil.

On such

soils

it is

safer to plant too shallow than

done during warm weather and in dry soil,
pour one pint or more of water around each plant, and throw over
If hot
the watered surface a little dry earth to prevent crusting.
sunshine and wind prevail, a handful of short straw, half rotted
leaves, or like material, left over each plant for three or four days
will conserve moisture until root growth is resumed.
too deep.

If

setting is

Cultivation.

—The

cultivation

required

for

strawberries,

whether the planting be a small gorden square or large areas in the
field, does not differ materially from that given the average garden
set of ironvegetable or the nicely treated corn or cotton crop,
clad rules should be closely followed in the cultivation of any plant.

season, soil and other factors render it
necessary so to vary general rules as to harmonize as nearly as

Differences in lattitude,

MISSISSIPPI
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EXPERIMENT STATION.

The following suggestions on
own

with existing conditions.

possible

cultivation are offered to aid the grower in the exercise of his

judgment and good common

The

sense.

object of the first year's operations being the

development

of

vigorous plants for the following
year's fruit, little if any consideration is given the fruit that may
appear on the plants during the spring immediately following the
a

stand

perfect

of

setting of plants.

spring as the

strong,

The

soil is in

rule is to begin cultivation as soon in the

condition to work.

If,

early winter plantings promise a good yield of
are strong and vigorous, cultivation
of the fruit

has ripened.

may

be^

however, the
fruit,

and

if

fall

and

the vines

deferred until the bulk

Under no circumstances, however, should
much weakened from over-

the plants be permitted to become too

bearing or from lack of cultivation.

Just as with cotton, potatoes and cabbage, cultivation should be
sufficiently often to

good

As

tilth.

keep the

soil free

from weeds and grass and in

the vines are low and rest just over the surface of the

more care must be exercised than with taller i:)lants to
prevent covering with earth and to keep the soil nicely rounded up to
The sweep, the single-horse cultivator, and the garden
the plants.

ground,

accomplish nicely the required work between the lines of
and the common garden hoe or the light cotton hoe and the
potato (four to six pronged) fork are the only implements needed to
keep the soil along the line of the row in proper shape. Frequent
and shallow cultivation will make of the surface soil a "dust
mulch," or covering, which during periods of protracted dry
weather, is the cheapest, and the most practical manner of conserving
moisture in the soil.
It is safe to say that the cultivation of a planting of strawberries
during the entire year need not cost much more than half as much as
that required to keep in proper shape an equal area devoted to the
list of common garden vegetables.
As a rule, horse implements may
be laid aside from about November 1st. (sometimes earlier) until

harrow
plants

will

;

after the fruit harvest the following spring

months.

Stirring

the soil

shortly

— a period

of five or six

before fruit season

retards the

ripening period, and, in the absence of an abundance of mulching
material,

renders the fruit sandy.

Any

grass or weeds that

may

proper development of plants or fruit shortly before
or during picking season may be clipped off just above the ground
with very sharp hoes so as not to break the surface soil. No matter
how large and how fine the fruit, nothing so much hurts the sale of

interfere with the

.

STRAWimRRY
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strawberries, and nothing is so disagreeable while eating them, as to

When once they have
see and taste, along with them, sand or dirt.
become sandy or dirty, it is almost impossible to make them clean by
washing. On a freshly cultivated soil, or where the surface has
been

much

shower

disturbed in the process of surface weeding, a dashing

of less

than one minute's duration makes the fruit sandy for
come possibly for half the picking period.

several days to

—

As cultivation during the second year must be
method

deferred until after the

beginning the work must necessarily
differ somewhat from that suggested for the first year.
Remembering
that several months have elapsed since horse implements were used,
and also, that, during the picking season, it was necessary to tramp
the ground almost daily in gathering the fruit, we can easily account
for the hard and more or less compact condition of the soil.
Another
condition differing from that of the first year is found in the fact that^
in place of a single line of young plants ranging from six inches to
two feet apart in the row, we now have a strip, or band, twelve to
eighteen inches wide, extending along the line of the row, which is
fruit is gathered, the

more or

of

matted with plants. These surplus plants must
soil put in condition to start rapid
plant growth.
The process is about as follows
With a sharp onehorse turning plow bar the rows off, leaving a narrow strip covered
with plants.
With nicely matted rows we may plow away one-half
to two- thirds of the plants, leaving only the younger and more
desirable ones along one edge of the row.
Following immediately
behind the turning plow, and in the bottom of the turning-plow
furrows, a sub- soil plow should run as deeply as the strength of a
strong mule or horse will permit.
A one-horse Brinley turning-plow,
with the wing removed, and a sharp steel point tightly screwed on,
makes an excellent sub-soiler. In the absence of a sub-soil plow, the
less thickly

be reduced to a stand, and the

:

A fine-tooth harrow, well
scooter will answer.
run once or twice over each middle to smooth down the
soil between the rows.
Hoe hands follow, cleaning weeds and grass
from the drill, and cutting plants to the required stand eight to ten
inches apart in the row.
If dry weather prevails, some earth should
be worked back to the plants almost immediately after barring off
and sub-soiling. One trip on each side of the line of plants with a
bulltongue,

weighted,

or

is

—

shovel plow will leave a nice little ridge of pulverized soil sifted
between, and to each side of the plants. In this condition, unless
very dry, work may be suspended without injury to the plants until
the grass and other green rubbish covered in the middles have had

;

8
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The turning plow

to die.

is

then used to spread the middles, or

Follow the turning plow with the
We now have the soil deeply
stirred and well- broken throughout the entire space between the lines
of plants.
The sweep, the cultivator, and the harrow used from this
time forward, as directed for the first year' s cultivation, will complete
Cultivation for the third and succeeding seasons
that of the second.

work the

soil

back

to the plants.

sub-soiler as directed after barring.

is

the

same as

for the second.

Developing a stand. — The

ideal stand is one in

which the

plants are so distributed over a twelve to eighteen -inch strip along
the line of the

row that each separate plant

inches distant from

its

nearest neighbor.

will be from four to five
Such a stand is seldom

expense in time and in painstaking labor necessary to its perfection. Doubtless such a stand should yield the
maximum quantity of choice fruit, but, as a rule, it would not be good
economy to incur the expense necessary to attain such a crop.
seen, because of the

As

already stated, in

making new

settings, plants are placed

from six inches to two feet apart in a straight line along the row
and surplus runners that are to assist in forming the matted row
must be developed from this single line of plants. While some
varieties naturally develop more runners than others, season has
much to do with the resulting crop of new plants. During a very dry
summer and fall, it is frequently difficult, in this latitude, to secure
a sufficient number of new plants to form a good stand, unless we are
careful to look after the runners from the very start.
On most
varieties the first runners begin to make their appearance during the
latter part of April or early in May.
As these straw-like appendages
are thrown out in every direction it is only necessary to turn such as
go wrong in the direction of the line of old plants, bringing the new
buds in contact with the surface soil, and properly spacing them over
the portion of row that is to be covered with plants.
A clod or a
small amount of earth placed over the runner near the bud will hold
the latter in place.
If the soil is in proper condition, roots will
develop rapidly
and, after a few days, the bud becomes a well
;

rooted,

new

plant.

During wet seasons, the question,

''How

shall

we manage

surplus runners?" is frequently asked. Cutting off the surplus
runners as they appear is sometimes advised. The usual method,
however, is to root the best runners, as advised above, until the
desired space

is

occupied with well established plants.

This accom-

STRAWBERRY
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beyond tlie limited area are treated as
on the advent of cool, moist fall weather, the
rows are found to be too thickly matted with plants, carefully dig out
such as may be wanted for making new settings, and cut the remainThis thinning should be done in
ing surplus away with sharp hoes.
time to permit the development of strong, well rooted plants before
Missing places should be filled as early as
severe winter weather.
Mter the first good rains it is an easy matter
possible in the fall.
to dig the plants with soil adhering to the roots, and reset them in
vacant places along the row, as advised for summer plantings.
When it is desired to sell the surplus plants, thinning is sometimes
delayed until mid winter or early spring, the plants being dug just as
they are wanted to fill orders. This is very well for the purchaser,
but the practice is detrimental to the following fruit crop. If, however, the compensation for plants equals or exceeds the shortage in
Strawberry plants dug
fruit, financially speaking, there is no loss.
during early winter, neatly tied in bunches with twenty -five to fifty
plants to each bunch, and placed in trenches so that the roots of each
bunch are surrounded with mellow soil, only the tops being exposed,
will keep nicely for two or three months.
Thus heeled in," a cover
of leaves or straw eight to twelve inches deep, applied only during
Orders
freezing weather, will be the only winter protection required.
may be filled on short notice from the trenches, when several weeks
delay, on account of cold and wet weather, or injury to the soil,
might result from filling orders directly from the rows.

plished, any runners that pass
so

many

weeds.

Fertilizers

If,

and their application. — Where

fertilizers

respond nicely to vegetables and field crops, we may reasonably
expect corresponding results from the same fertilizers applied to
strawberries.
It does not follow, however, that what may be
profitably used in one soil is to be recommended for another differing
in character and in condition.
In most of the clay soils of Mississippi, there is sufficient potash to supply the demands of the
so-called potash plants, the strawberry being one of the number
included in this list. We have no data based on carefully conducted
experiments which indicate that it pays to use much potash for
strawberries in any but the

sandy sections

other hand, in most cases where

it is

of the

state.

On

the

advisable to use fertilizers at

phosphoric acid seems to be the food demanded in largest
In some soils nitrogen may be used quite freely, but care
must be exercised not to over- stimulate plant growth, especially just
Just what fertilizers and how
before and during the fruiting period.

all,

quantities.

MISSISSIPPI
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each may be most profitably used must be determined
by actual experimentj the grower himself conducting the

of

largely

experiments on his own grounds.

The following kinds and the amount

to the acre are suggested
400 pounds of acid phosphate
and 200 pounds of cotton-seed meal. On sandy loams add 100 to
200 pounds of kainit. In applying fertilizers it is well to make it a
rule to leave blank, or unfertilized plats, here and there
also to
apply larger amounts to some plats than to others. It is by this
method alone that the real value of any given fertilizer or mixture of

for trial

on the clay or clay loams

:

;

plant food can be accurately determined.

^

In using the mixture suggested adove, it would probably be best
apply half during June or early July, and the rest at the last fall
working. Scatter around the plants, but not too close to them, and
work lightly into the soil. A top dressing of barn-yard manure
applied early in December or just after the last fall working is a good
substitute for the second half of other fertilizers mentioned.
Wood
ashes kainit, or some other potash fertilizer frequently gives good
results when dusted over the surface just before the blooming period.
to

—

Mulching. Reference has already been made to the importance
keeping the fruit clean. Sufficient mulching material for the
garden patch may be found about every home
and extensive
growers are realizing the fact that, no matter what the practice was
years ago, they can ill afford now to put dirty berries on the markets.
of

;

Where

it

may

be had, pine straw

is

a good mulching material.

Oat, rye or wheat straw that has been run through the cutter or that

has partially decayed answers the purpose very well. Forest leaves
thrown into large piles and let alone one year, or until they have
well nigh rotted,

best of

all

make an excellent mulch. Cotton-seed hulls is the
we have used. Mulching should be deferred

the materials

until insects

have been

killed, or

Many growers

driven into winter quarters, by cold

wait until January or early
February.
En mulching, the materials must be worked in nicely
between and around the plants but not over them. A very light
covering over the plants during winter is not objectionable but, so
soon as severest cold is past, the foliage should be left to grow unobweather.

prefer to

;

structed.

With

cotton-seed hulls,

it is

only necessary barely to hide

the soil between the plants and for a short distance on each side

along the row.
acre.

From

three to five tons of hulls are required to the

The amount necessary

of other materials

named

will

depend

STRAWBERRY
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Aside from keepin<^ the
keeping down grass and
weeds, in preventing the crusting of the surface soil, and in conserving moisture.
The most effective mulch the writer has ever tried
was where cotton-seed hulls were applied, as just indicated, during
the latter part of January, and, two months later, the walking space
(something over two feet wide) between rows was covered about
three inches deep with half rotted leaves.
Straw would have
answered the purpose about as well. Another point worth considering just here is this
When the entire surface between rows is
covered with materials named, the soil beneath does not become
puddled during wet weather, nor packed hard from daily tramping
during picking season.
inueb on the condition of the articles used.

fruit clean, the

mulch aids materially

in

:

Harvesting the

fruit.

—

It is

not within the province of this

manner of gathering and
marketing strawberries. This would involve the description of boxes
and crates, packing houses, fruit cars, etc.; also a discussion of the
best methods of employing and managing laborers, of distribution of
fruit amon^ markets and of many other details incident to harvesting and disposing of the crops to best advantage.
The picking season begins about one month from the date of the
last killing frost.
Near the Gulf the first ripe berries are usually
gathered during the latter part of February and early March. In
north Mississippi picking does not begin often until late in April.
In the southern part of the State the fruit season usually lasts three
months, while in the northern part the limit is frequently five weeks.
The farther north we go the shorter we find the picking season.
bulletin

to enter

To make
off

as

soon

into details

as to the

the beds do their best,
as practicable.

all faulty fruit

Large quantities

of

should be pulled
over-ripe

fruit

exhaust the vines rapidly hence, it is well to gather the good fruit
as soon as it is ripe enough for use.
The greater the care exercised
in gathering and in handling the fruit the longer it will keep in
In
perfect condition.
It bruises berries to pull them from the vines.
picking slip the thumb and first finger below each separate berry
and pinch off about one inch of the stem. Do not pour the fruit
from one box or basin to another. Handle as little as possible, and
;

keep in a cool place until ready for shipment or for home use.
Remember that the best berry market on earth is found at your own
table
and that the best strawberries ever fiavored with Jersey
cream and frosted with sugar are none too good for the members of
your household.
;
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Varieties.

DOW being

As the

over 125 varieties of strawberries are

tested at the College on the

Experiment Station grounds.

majority of these have fruited but once, we cannot give

satisfactory

proaching

many

planting

results as

is

now

as

to present at the close of the ap-

given brief descriptions of varieties which, upon
the

sections of
;

we hope

fruit season.

Below
in

— Something

EXPERIMENT STATION.

a few

also

trial

have proven reliable for general
the most promising new kinds in the

State,

of

Station collection.

—

Note. Varieties with imperfect flowers are marked (P). Those with
perfect flowers are marked (S).
In order to make a variety with imperfect
blooms fruitful it must be planted near a variety with perfect flowers.

Hoffman,

(S).

— One

of the first early kinds,

past, has been largely planted for market.
to the South.

A

which, for years

It is peculiarly

rather shy bearer some seasons.

adapted

Berries conical

and perfect in form medium to large and bright red a fine shipper.
There is usually a light second crop of very large berries. The plant
is light green, free from rust, inclined to make many runners
easy
to preserve a well matted row.
;

;

;

—

Cloud, (P). A southern berry; a few days later than
Hoffman. Fruit a rather dull red, medium to large a good shipper
and very prolific. Eecently it does not seem to have maintained its
former record as to size and perfection of fruit. The plant is
vigorous, makes many runners, withstands heat and dry weather
well, sometimes rusts badly in thick matted rows.
;

—

Lady Tliompson, (S). By far the most prolific variety
grown in southern fields for market. Because of its rather pale color
and lack of firmness, it is not so attractive and not so good a shipper
as some others in the list but what is lacks in these qualities is more
than made up in the number of extra crates of large, well shaped
berries.
When permitted so ripen well it is deep red and quite
showy. It is a good table sort. It begins to ripen early, comes fast,
continues a long time in bearing and the berries do not run down in
size.
The plant is very vigorous, free from rust, will thrive on
almost any kind of soil, makes runners freely and stands extremes of
heat and cold, wet and dry weather.
;

—A

Bubach, (P).
well known late variety.
Berries large to
very large, sometimes quite irregularly shaped
not so attractive
when boxed as kinds named above fruit lacks firmness better for
the table than for shipping; very prolific, but its season is rather
;

;

;

MISSISSIPPI

The plant

short.

much

inclined to

is

in

many

a dark, rich green, free from rust, large and not

make

Gaiidy, (S).

EXPERIMENT STATION.

runners.

— Another

well

respects than Bubach.

known

late kind,

more desirable

Fruit large to very large

;

perfect in

an excellent table
firm and solid flesh
color deep red
shape
berry and one of the best shippers. Xot so productive as Bubach,
but its fruiting season is longer. It does its best on pretty strongMore care is nacessary with Gandy than with kinds above
soil.
mentioned in preserving a good stand of plants. A very valuable
variety for home use and for fancy trade.
;

;

;

—

Excelsior, (S). A new berry which is rapidly displacing
Michel and Hoffman, the two kinds which, for years past, have contended for first place as early varieties. It is earlier than either of
Very productive, of good size, almost globular in
the kinds named.
shape, not so pretty nor so firm as Hoffman, but a good shipper. It
holds up well in size and continues to ripen with the mid season and
The plant is a vigorous grower, free from rust, makes
later kinds.
a good supply of runners, adapts itself to almost any kind of soil,
stands extrpmes of heat or cold, and has remarkable recuperative
powers.

—

Ivlondyke, (S). This new berry is of southern origin. It is
among the late varieties, but begius to ripen much earlier
than Gandy and Buback. It is much more prolific than either of

classed

them, and will doubtless drive both of these good old kinds from the
The fruit is large, regular in shape, very firm and a fine

field.

shipper

;

color is deep red to the center

;

tinues to fruit with the very latest kinds
large to the end of the season.

Hiiiin,

Clarence,

It con-

and the berries hold up

The plant

grower, makes plenty of runners and

Ohmer, Gladstone

flavor excellent.

is free

is a very satisfactory
from disease.

Noble, Gardner, Brunette, Nick

Haverland, in the order named,
promise to contend for honors with the varieties that have heretofore
held first places with Mississippi strawberry growers.
The following
pictures, made during fruit reason of 1901, show the typical shape of
the several varieties named, as produced on the Station grounds at
the Mississippi A. and M. College.
and
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Gardner
Haverland

H Linn
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